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THE SHIRT YOU LOVE IS NOW THE RANGE SHIRT! WE JUST CHANGED SOME NAMES TO BE A LITTLE MORE INTUITIVE!
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                    [image: ]Range&Collars OG. The worldâ€™s most dependable dress shirt. Perfect for all occasions. Dependable, bombproof, durable, high-performance, stain-repellent, machine washable, moisture-wicking.
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Range Pants
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[image: ]TropicLooking for elevated looks and performance? Whip this out for your biggest possible moments. Our most breathable, lightest weight, stretchiest, most wrinkle resistant, machine washable, moisture wicking.
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Rated 4.6 out of 5 stars

153 Reviews
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Summit Performance DressÂ Shoes:Â 

You wouldn't run a marathon in traditional dressÂ shoes, would you? Then why would you walk 10 miles a day in them or stand on them for 8 straight hours? The &Collar Summit Performance DressÂ ShoeÂ is back and better than ever, thanks to your amazing feedback from the first version. YouÂ can do whatever you want it do with ease, all while looking like a traditional dressÂ shoeÂ with a classy design. The true personification of looking good while feeling good.Â 

Convenient Stretch Collar- forget the laces and simply slide these performance dressÂ shoesÂ on and off with a nice secure fit.


Breathable Mesh Upper- gone are the days of your sweaty feet feeling trapped under thick leather thanks to our lightweight knit upper which offers maximum breathability.


Comfortably Luxurious Memory Foam Insole-Â Pillows on my feet, pillows on my feet. (music note emoji) Sink into plush comfort with ourÂ luxuriousÂ custom memory foam insole.
 

Durable, Lightweight EVA Sole- And I would walk 5,000 miles and I would walk 5,000 more [just to wear theseÂ shoesÂ a little bit more]. You can do it in these durable, lightweight EVA soles that follow Nike co-founder, Bill Bowerman's advice,Â "AÂ shoeÂ must be three things.Â It must be light, comfortable and it's got to go the distance."
 
 Water-Repellent Upper-Â Jump into puddles with a smile instead of dread, thanks to the Summit's water-repellent mesh upper.
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    Why choose &Collar?
Our goal is to make both the world's best menswear and the best menswear for the world.
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                  Truly Stain Resistant

                  Whether you need a cool party trick or just protection from stray drinks or sauces, approach life [and food] with confidence!
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                  Sustainably made

                  Each shirt is made with recycled plastic bottle fibers, so rest easy knowing you're cleaning your wardrobe and the world in one fell swoop.
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                  Super stretchy & wildly comfy

                  From taking naps to climbing peaks and everything in between [aka normal life], we've got you covered.


                

              

            


  
        
          
            
              
            
          


          


          
            
              
            
          

        

      

    

  




  
    Heavy On Features, Light On Price
We weren't satisfied making run of the mill clothes at a great price. We wanted to jam pack them with all of the features we could think of and then some.

	
            

            
              
                Our features
                
                  +
                  -
                
              
            

  
            
              
                3D stretch, stain-repellent, moisture-wicking, uber [or Lyft?] comfortable, wrinkle-resistance, machine washable, stress-free. All of that accomplished with recycled materials.

              

            

          
	
            

            
              
                Our commitment
                
                  +
                  -
                
              
            

  
            
              
                We promise to never cut corners in our efforts to deliver you the best products humanly [or otherworldly] possible. We have a no-questions-asked return and exchange policy, tens of thousands of five-star reviews, and we are just getting started in our efforts to partner with you to create the world's best menswear brand.
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             4.6 

Rated 4.6 out of 5 stars

 Based on 153 reviews 


 5 Rated  out of 5 stars



 104 
 Total 5 star reviews: 104  4 Rated  out of 5 stars



 37 
 Total 4 star reviews: 37  3 Rated  out of 5 stars



 9 
 Total 3 star reviews: 9  2 Rated  out of 5 stars



 1 
 Total 2 star reviews: 1  1 Rated  out of 5 stars



 2 
 Total 1 star reviews: 2 



92%would recommend this product
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 Customer-uploaded media carousel. Press left and right arrows to navigate. Press space or enter to open more details.  Slide 1 selected 






 Reviews 153(tab expanded) Questions 2(tab collapsed)


 Filters 
 Write a Review (Opens in a new window)

 153 reviews 
 Sort Most Recent
Oldest
Most Helpful
Photos & Videos
Highest Rating
Lowest Rating
Least Helpful
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 Ricardo R. 
 Verified Buyer 



I recommend this product

 What is your usual size?  XL 
 What size of &Collar did you purchase?  XL 






Rated 5 out of 5 stars

1 week ago

Performance dress shoe
These shoes are super versatile and very comfortable. Everyone should check them out!

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 1 person voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no






	 JR 

 Jasmine R. 
 Verified Buyer 



I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

2 weeks ago

Stylish and comfortable 
I got these shoes as a gift for my partner whose wardrobe is mostly business casual. His old shoes would leave his feet sore and body aching, all in all they werenâ€™t cutting it. These shoes however are game changers. He loves the soft material for the opening of the shoe almost like a running shoe and the comfy cushioning for his feet. These are his go to shoes for work and even casual events. Definitely recommend!

Read More

Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 1 person voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no
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 Ian T. 
 Verified Buyer 



I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

3 weeks ago

Best Shoe!
Truly the most comfortable, best shoe I have ever owned. I started by trying them in black and loved them and so I bought this pair and will also be buying the brown pair at some point! If you want a comfortable shoe that looks great, buy these!

Read More

Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no
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 Eric J. 
 Verified Buyer 



I recommend this product

 What is your usual size?  M 






Rated 5 out of 5 stars

3 weeks ago

Update to my last review  - Love this shoe now
My first review on these was that I didn't like the heel slipping. As was suggested, overtime it has improved, and now these are incredibly comfortable shoes. Great cushioning, look great, and they are super easy to slip on without tying your shoes every time. I am a big fan of this shoe! 

Read More

Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no






	 VF 

 Valerie F. 
 Verified Buyer 



I recommend this product

 What is your usual size?  L 
 What size of &Collar did you purchase?  L 






Rated 5 out of 5 stars

2 months ago

Very comfortable but could use half sizes. 
My son loved these so I bought a pair for my husband.  He usually wears 9 but those were way too tight.  I exchanged them for 10's and they fit but are a bit loose.  He is still able to make them work so we are keeping them, but he really can't wear them for a full day activity.  He is using them for a few hours such as church or dinner.  But he does say they are very comfortable and "squishy" on the bottom.  Please get some half sizes.  

Read More

Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no
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